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THAILAND
January 12 - 23, 2021

Package includes:  4 nights at Palm Garden Resort in Phuket, and 8D/
7N dive safari aboard the Thailand Aggressor,  (possible 30 dives) 
around the best of the Northern Andaman Seas; including Hin Muan 
Deaw, the Similan Islands, Surin Island, Koh Bon, Koh Tachai, and the 
world famous Richelieu Rock. Includes all meals aboard and local wine 
with dinner. 


Package does not include: International airfare, alcohol, gratuities, 
nitrox ($105USD), marine park tax payable on boat ($95USD) ,travel and 
dive insurance.  Dive computers are mandatory. 


Cost: $3729USD

          

Unparalleled 
cuisine. 
Fantastic 
diving.  
Beautiful 
culture.  It’s 
all here 
waiting for 
you.  

Tel: (780) 809-3636 Ext 1
Toll Free: 1-877-516-5525 Ext 1
www.tropicaladventurestravel.com
info@tropicaladventurestravel.com
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A Little about Thailand: 
Totaling 513,120 square kilometers 

(198,120 sq mi),[1] Thailand is the world's 51st-
largest country by total area. It is slightly smaller 
than Yemen and slightly larger than Spain.  
Thailand is home to several distinct geographic 
regions, partly corresponding to the provincial 
groups. The north of the country is the 
mountainous area of the Thai highlands, with the 
highest point being Doi Inthanon in the Thanon 
Thong Chai Range at 2,565 metres (8,415 ft) 
above sea level. The northeast, Isan, consists of 
the Khorat Plateau, bordered to the east by the 
Mekong River. The centre of the country is 
dominated by the predominantly flat Chao 
Phraya river valley, which runs into the Gulf of 
Thailand.  Southern Thailand consists of the 
narrow Kra Isthmus that widens into the Malay 
Peninsula.  The diversity of the regions is the 
most pronounced attribute of Thailand's 
physical setting.


Diving In Thailand 
Thailand is blessed with over 1,000 miles of 

coastline facing two different bodies of water: 
one facing east towards the Gulf of Thailand and 

one facing west to the Andaman Sea. Along 
both coasts are hundreds of islands with 
pellucid, aquamarine waters teeming with 
marine life including manta rays, dugongs, 
barracuda, and the occasional whale shark -the 
world’s largest fish!  
On the Andaman coast, Koh Phi Phi, a short 
boat ride from Phuket, is a great place to do 
some great fun dives, and leopard sharks are 
frequently spotted there. More advanced divers, 
or those looking to concentrate their trip on 
diving in Thailand, can do live aboard dive trips 
to the Similan or Surin Islands, both National 
Parks, where Thailand’s best visibility and most 
interesting marine life are to be found.


EXPLORE
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COME EXPLORE, SHARE, AND 
DISCOVER.... 

Deposit Requirements: 
$1500US required upon booking. Balance 
due October 12, 2020.


 

Cancellation Policy: 
No refunds will be issued.  Be sure to have 
cancellation insurance. 

All pricing based on double 
occupancy.

Thailand is the country in Southeast Asia most visited by 
tourists, and for good reason. You can find almost anything here: 

thick jungle as green as can be, crystal blue waters that feel 
more like a warm bath than a swim in the ocean, and food that 
can curl your nose hairs while tap dancing across your taste 

buds. Exotic, yet safe; cheap, yet equipped with every modern 
amenity you need, there is something for every interest and every 
price bracket, from beach front backpacker bungalows to some 

of the best luxury hotels in the world. And despite the heavy flow 
of tourism, Thailand retains its quintessential Thai-ness, with a 

culture and history all its own and a carefree people famed for 
their smiles and their fun-seeking sanuk lifestyle. Many travelers 
come to Thailand and extend their stay well beyond their original 

plans and others never find a reason to leave.


6815 - 104 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Toll Free: 1 800 565-2508 
Edmonton: 780 438-1218 
info@northwestscuba.com
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